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Due to a mistake, Dr. A. G. Amico, Dr. G. Larosa, Dr. R. Leanza, and Dr. G. Milluzzo were not included as authors in the published article. The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.

The corrected Author Contributions appears below.

GC is the main proposer of the CATANA activity. GAPC and DM are the main proposers of the ELIMED activity and GAPC is responsible of the CATANA proton therapy room. GAPC, GPetringa, and FR contributed on the relative dosimetry and on the Monte Carlo simulations. FR and VScuderi contributed in the experimental and dosimetric part of the paper with particular regard to the laser-driven activities. FS and AntonioR are the main responsible of the ELIMED transport beamline. VSalamone and LR contributions are on absolute dosimetry, dosimetry tests, and patients positioning. They are the medical physicists following the treatments. CS and GPrivitera are the oncologists and radiotherapist dedicated to the treatments. TA and AndreaR are the oculists who follow the patients after the treatment producing the follow-up results. VP, MS, and LV are the medical physicists involved in the use of TLD detectors in the laser-driven proton beams. GL, RL and AA contributed to the ELIMED dosimetry working on the Faraday Cup tests. GM contributed on the diagnostic and, partially, on the Monte Carlo activities of ELIMED.

The original article was also updated.
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